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About This Game

A scientific mission in Antarctica goes awry when something is released from beneath the ice! Learn the secrets of JCR Outpost
as you play a deadly game of cat and mouse with the randomly generated crew members. No two playthroughs will be the same
as you discover who is friend, who is foe, and the truth behind JCR Outpost. Only you can solve the mystery of the Occurrence

at JCR Outpost!
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I play twice a day and go through each mode once every time. I have leaned a lot! I highly recommend this title! It presents
Printed characters only:(. Game crashed right as I reached the finish line. Best friend forced me to keep playing untill I
completed a race. 10/10.. i liked the concept and the gameplay, very few people where on and PVP Matches where empty.
and while i'll admit that i like this game. i can't recommend the game, due to it inactive on servers.
maybe if i play again there be more, but i would not hold my breath for it. :(. My favorite game ever made. This is honestly so
wonderful, the characters and story have stuck with me for almost 20 years since I first played it... April and Crow are important
to my life somehow!. Great game... way better here than Kongregate. There are a few spelling errors in the warp menu, im sure
it will be fixed soon. okay well just played 2 games of this and it is quite enjoyable - it is like 8-bit armies crossed wiht Act of
War and ww3 Black Gold but with nicer looking units and ground sound effects. there are some things i think it still needs but
so far it is good for what it is worth. the air support is particularly satisfying. BEST DLC EXPERIENCE I'VE EVER HAD

felt awesome while looking back to the city on the bridge after saving everyone and taking my way back to the Capital
Wasteland :")

Oh, and don't even think about jumping off from the bridge :))))). You don't have clearence, this unit does not care
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quot;The concept of global warming was created by and for the Chinese in order to make U.S. manufacturing non-competitive."

Lmao an instant downvote for ya. Nostalgia an unforgettable game <3. The striking thing about this game is how well organized
it is. Information is easy to find, you're never left wondering what to do next, and there is a good balance in the types of
gameplay, so you're always doing something new.

The story isn't much, but serves its required function of explaining what you have to do, and why. There is significant dialogue
between the characters, which is mostly for humor (which it does successfully), and little else.

Puzzles are a primary feature of the game. They are just challenging enough to be fun, and no two are alike.

Quests come in the form of islands. When you recieve a quest, you unlock that island on the map. The game has four seas full of
islands to explore, with a nice balance of required and optional quests.

Progress through the game is nice and tidy. Nothing takes too long, and you always feel like you have a choice of which quest to
take on next.

Overall, this is a very well made game, and I recommend it highly.. Fast paced, no holds barred retro action!
Just jump in, chill out and blow♥♥♥♥♥♥up! Add in an amazing retro art style
and a fantabulous soundtrack....woot!. Just a terrible game that trys to make you pay for absolutly everything from guns to any
sort of customization. This game is beautiful and haunting and amazing! I knew as soon as I saw it on kickstarter that it would
be incredible and it surpassed my expectations. The puzzles are perfect difficulty, and you dont have to have uber micro to be
able to play. Also its nice and short, so actually possible to be able to get through it when you are a busy person :) The music is
absolutely made for this game (or the other way around!) story line is awesome and I hope they do an interview about it, but I'm
sure they'd prefer to leave it up to everyone else to decide ;) Hope that was spoiler free enough! hehe :D

This is the first game thats made me want to instantly replay it the moment I'd finished it!

Great game. Ammy gives it a million stars out of 10.. I played Pharoah + Cleopatra both when I was younger and loved them.
Coming back to them now and they're still great games. Don't let the graphics put you off. It offers a challenge while allowing
creativity in designing your city. I highly recommend these games as well as Zeus + Poseidon.. Very nice game, the game engine
has some problems on Windows 10 (as in if i alt tab i get a black screen when i come back and i need to close the game) but i
like the story, the pace, the graphics !
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